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Recommendations for Minnesota Dairymen~ 

FARM ECONOMISTS of the Agricultural Extension Service offer the 
following suggestions for Minnesota dairymen in planning for 1941. 

Each producer is urged to read carefully the accompanying discussioh 
for a better understanding of the situation so that he can exercise h~s 
own judgment more effectively. 

For the present feeding season a good manager and feeder of dairy 
cattle should find a comparatively good market for his feed through 
dairy products. 

The European war has brought about 
an increase in demand in the United 
States for war materials and other in
dustrial products. This in turn has 
resulted in increased industrial pro
duction, increased total payrolls and 
consumer purchasing power, and in
creased domestic demand for dairy 
products. In the United States the de
fense program has already had a similar 
effect which will become more pro
nounced as the program gets into full 
swing. The export demand for canned 
milk has likewise increased. These fac
tors have influenced dairy prices in the 
upward direction. 

The abnormalities involved make the 
future situation an uncertain one. When 
the turn in events will come depends 
largely on the extent of our defense 
program and the continuation of the 
European war. Although the immediate 
future is favorable, with the indica
tions of a continued increase in num
bers of young cattle, it appears that the 
dairyman might well follow a program 
of culling both low producers and those 
that might be eliminated through a 
Bang's or tuberculosis testing program, 
so that such cattle can be marketed 

• Unless otherwise stated, figures given are 
for the United States. 

while beef prices are favorable and be
fore cattle numbers increase materially. 

It appears that heavy new invest
ments in a dairy herd cannot be justi
fied in the face of rapidly increasing 
numbers and an abnormal demand 
situation. Likewise dairymen should 
proceed cautiously in making invest
ments in new buildings and equipment. 

Numbers 

Drouths and feed shortages caused 
heavy slaughter of dairy cows from 
1934 until late in 1937, and the number 
of cows on farms was reduced from the 
high point of 26,931,000 on January 1, 
1934, to 24,834,000 on January 1, 1938. 
Since that date the number of dairy 
cows has increased about 4 per cent so 
that the preliminary estimate for Jan
uary 1, 1941, is placed at 25,800,000 milk 
cows (cows and heifers 2 years old and 
over kept for milk on farms). 

There is some indication that milk 
cow numbers will increase further by 
January 1, 1942. The number of heifers 
(one to two years old) on January 1, 
1941, probably will be about equal to a 
year earlier (5,400,000). Except for 
1940, this would be the highest number 
of heifers in relation to cows in the 
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last 20 years and decidedly more than 
needed for ordinary replacements. 
Based on the number of dairy calves 
saved in 1940 there may be a further 
increase in milk cow numbers by Jan
uary 1, 1943. The number of heifer 
calves saved for milk cows during 1940 
is expected to be 5,700,000 head. This 
would be slightly more than in 1939 and 
the highest number ever reported. 

Production 

The number of cows per one hundred 
population has been slightly lower 
during the last 5 years (1936-40) as 
compared to the preceding 5 years 
(1931-35). This has been more than 
offset by the upward trend in produc
tion per cow, so that the milk pro
duction per capita in 1940 is very near 
the high level of 1931-33. 

The record production of milk during 
1939 amounted to 108112 billion pounds. 
With a continuation in the rate of pro
duction per cow and a further increase 
in cow numbers, it appears that pro
duction in 1940 will be at least one per 
cent higher than in 1939. Butter pro
duction for the first 8 months of 1940 
was only slightly higher (less than 1h 
per cent) compared to the same period 
a year earlier. The additional milk ap
pears to have been manufactured into 
other dairy products because cheese 
production for the first 8 months of 
1940 was nearly 11 per cent higher 
than for that period a year earlier, and 
evaporated milk production was 14 per 
cent higher. It is expected that the 
production of evaporated milk for the 
remainder of 1940 will show even a 
more marked increase. 

The feed supply (feed grains and by
product feeds) per animal unit for the 
1940-41 feeding season is estimated to be 
1,962 pounds (September 1 indications). 
Except for 1938-39 when the supply 
per animal unit was 1,988 pounds, this 
is the largest in more than a decade 
and 13 per cent above the average for 
the 8 years before the 1934 drouth. 
When the stocks of corn are deducted 
that are sealed under the Government 

loan program, the prospective feed sup
plies per animal unit are about average 
for years when supplies were not 
greatly reduced by widespread drouth. 
The supply of hay per hay-consuming 
animal unit for the 1940-41 season is 
estimated at 1.29 tons (September 1 in
dications). Except for 1938-39 when it 
was 1.34, this is the largest supply of 
hay per hay-consuming animal unit 
since 1928. The 10-year average before 
the 1934 drouth was 1.18 tons. 

Prices of butterfat and other dairy 
products are considerably higher in 
relation to feeds and meat animals than 
a year ago. Because a favorable rela
tionship prevails between dairy prod
ucts and feed prices, dairying furnishes 
a continued good market for the abun
dant feed supply, and liberal feeding 
will continue. In view of these factors, 
milk production in the 1940-41 winter
feeding season is expected to be larger 
than the heavy production in that 
period a year earlier and on a per 
capita basis may reach an all-time high. 

Consumption 

Total consumption of dairy products 
in 1940 is expected to be larger than in 
1939. With a considerable increase in 
production for the year, storage stocks 
are expected to be slightly higher for 
January 1, 1941, than a year earlier. 
Stocks of butter on November 1, 1940, 
were 105 million pounds as compared 
with 128 million pounds a year earlier, 
and 126 million for 1934-38 average. 

Stocks of American cheese on Novem
ber 1 were 124 million as compared with 
94 million a year ago, and 104 million 
for the 5-year average, 1934-38. 

During the last decade there has been 
little change in the consumption of 
fluid milk and cream. Indications are 
that consumption in the markets of 
Boston, New York, and Philadelphia 
was about the same for the first 8 
months of 1940 as compared with the 
same period of 1939. With further im
provement in industrial activity and 
consumer purchasing power, a slight 
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increase in consumption of fluid milk 
and cream may be in prospect. 

Consumption of ice cream increased 
from 1938 to 1939. Figures for 1940 are 
not available. However, some increase 
is expected with further increase in 
business. Ice cream consumption closely 
follows consumer purchasing power. 

Consumption of cheese increased 
more than a pound per capita during 
the 5 years prior to 1938 and reached 
a high in 1938 of 5.75 pounds. Per 
capita consumption in 1939 was only 
slightly less. During the first 8 months 
of 1940 cheese consumption was again 
slightly higher than in 1939. Per capita 
cheese consumption will very likely 
remain at a high level during 1941. 

Consumption of evaporated milk in 
the United States has been increasing 
steadily and reached a new high in 1939 
with a further increase during the first 
8 months of 1940. With relatively high 
and rigid prices of fluid milk, a fur
ther increase in consumption of evap
orated milk is quite likely for 1941. 

Butter consumption during the first 
8 months of 1940 was 2112 per cent less 
than in 1939. The decrease in the dis
tribution of butter for relief and par
ticularly the increase in the retail price 
of butter, which averaged more than 
4 cents per pound higher, accounted 
for this decrease. Demand for butter 
during 1941 is expected to remain 
strong provided the price margin be
tween butter and its substitutes does 
not become too wide. The supply of 
other edible fats and oils is abundant. 
Soybean oil particularly is strengthen
ing its position in the food fats and 
oils industry. Any rise in the price of 
butter, unless accompanied by a rise 
in the general price level, and par
ticularly of other edible fats and oils, 
will result in a shift from butter to 
butter substitutes. 

Exports and Imports 

Normally exports or imports are in
significant compared with the total 
United States production of dairy prod-

ucts. Exports of other products have 
suffered from the war situation, but ex
ports of dairy products have been fav
orably affected. Before the war and for 
over two years there has been a 
monthly net export of butter. There was 
an increase during the first 8 months 
of 1940 as compared with 1939. These 
net exports have been small compared 
to total butter production. For the first 
8 months of 1940 exports of condensed 
milk were 8 times as large and of evap
orated milk 51/2 times as large as in 
1939. For the same period cheese im
ports were 23 per cent lower than in 
1939. The large proportion of cheese 
imports represents foreign types, and it 
is likely that still less of these types 
will be imported. Because of the dif
ference in foreign cheese and domestic 
products, it remains a question as to 
whether the demand for domestic 
cheese will increase as the foreign sup
ply is cut off. 

Prices 

During the winter of 1940-41, dairy 
products prices are expected to average 
higher than in the winter of 1939-40. 
Industrial production and employment 
probably will increase and payrolls will 
average higher in the 1940-41 winter 
than in the same period of 1939-40. This 
together with increased exports is ex
pected to be reflected in improvement 
of demand more than sufficient to offset 
the effect of increased production on 
prices. Prices over a longer period are 
uncertain because it is impossible to 
determine the turn of events in an un
stable war situation. The increase in 
dairy-cow numbers and increased sup· 
ply of dairy products must be consid
ered as a price-depressing factor. Also, 
since the export market for a number 
of agricultural commodities has been 
drastically reduced, the dairyman must 
face the prospect that some of these 
producers may be tempted to shift to 
dairying. An expanding beef cattle pro
duction also increases the potential 
production of dairy products. 
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SUMMARY 

Favorable Factors 
1. Favorable dairy-feed ratio-relatively low

cost production. 
2. Increase in industrial production and con

sumer purchasing power-increased de
mand. 

3. European war influences-direct and in
direct increases in demand. 

4. Relatively high beef prices and a favorable 
demand for cull dairy cattle. 

5. More emphasis, for the present, on beef and 
less on milk in dual-purpose herds. 

Unfavorable Factors 
1. Increase in dairy cow numbers. 
2. A further increase in the number of dairy 

heifers and calves. 
3. An abundance of all feeds and relatively 

low prices for feeds as compared to but
terfat-will increase supply over a period 
of time. 

4. Low prices of butter substitutes. 
5. November storage stocks about those of 

1939 and slightly above the 5-year average 
of 1934-38. 

Recommendations for Minnesota Poultry Producers 

FARM ECONOMISTS of the Agricultural Extension Service offer the 
following suggestions for Minnesota poultry producers in planning 

for 1941. 
The best possible management and care of the laying flock for the 

1940-41 season is justified in view of the situation at hand. Consumer 
demand is stronger than a year ago. There is a smaller number of layers 
on farms, and storage stocks of eggs are not burdensome in view of more 
limited production. With an abundance of feed and higher egg prices, the 
feed-egg ratio is more favorable, so that the egg enterprise should pro
vide a good market for feed. Efficiency in production will be accom
plished by providing comfortable quarters, preventing overcrowding in 
the laying house, careful culling throughout the year, and proper feeding. 

The expected larger hatch of 1941 as result of the larger crop, an early 1941 
compared to 1940 no doubt will result hatch would appear especially desir
in increased supplies of eggs and poul- able so that broilers can be marketed 
try in 1941-42. For those who have been and the laying flock "put to work" early 
in the business and have investments while prices are more favorable. 
in buildings and equipment, it seems a Although the turkey situation is an 
favorable return should be possible on uncertain one for 1941, turkey growers 
that investment by utilizing it under are justified in using the buildings and 
good management. However, in view equipment at hand under good manage
of the expected increase in production, ment and without overcrowding. 
it would appear wise not to overcrowd. 
For the same reason, it is doubtful 
whether a favorable return would be 
available on expensive new buildings 
and equipment, to expand present pro
duction or to establish new enterprises. 
Because market conditions are expected 
to be less favorable in late 1941 as a 

• Unless otherwise stated, figures given are 
for the United States. 

EGGS 

The Feed Situation 

The supply of feed grains and by
product feeds for the 1940-41 season 
(July 1-June 30) is somewhat less than 
a year ago but decidedly above aver
age. The number of animal units on 
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farms has declined in the past year, 
therefore, feed supplies per animal unit 
are relatively large (1,962 pounds). If 
the "sealed" corn is deducted, feed sup
plies per animal unit are about the same 
as the average for years when supplies 
were not greatly reduced by widespread 
drouth. The "feed-egg ratio" is about 
the same as a year ago and the 10-year 
average. In September, 1940, it re
quired 5.52 dozens of eggs to purchase 
100 pounds of poultry ration as com
pared with 5.61 dozens a year ago. The 
September average for 1929-38 was 5.64 
dozens. With an expected increase in 
egg prices during the winter, the feed
egg ratio is expected to become more 
favorable. Therefore egg production will 
provide a desirable market for feed 
grains during most of 1941. The more 
favorable feed-egg ratio will result in 
the retention of more hens and pullets 
for the winter laying flock and less 
rigorous culling and a larger spring 
hatch. 

FE:E:D E:GG RATIO 

Egg Production 

The number of layers on farms in 
recent years has been considerably 
smaller than in the earlier period of 
1925-31. The effect on egg production 
of the smaller number of layers has 
been largely offset by increased pro
duction per hen. During the first 9 
months of 1940 the number of layers on 
farms was larger than in either of the 
same periods for 1938 and 1939, but 
slightly smaller than the average for 
1929-38. The rate of lay per hen was 
sufficiently high, and higher than in the 
earlier period, so that the aggregate 
total production of eggs for the first 9 
months of 1940 was 2 per cent higher 
than in 1939 and about 4 per cent above 
the 10-year average. With a favorable 
feed-egg ratio the production per hen 
will remain high. However, as a result 
of the smaller 1940 hatch, the number of 
layers on farms in January, 1941, is 
expected to be about 5 per cent smaller 

EGGS REQUIRED TO PAY FOR 100 POUNDS OF RATION 

1929-1938 1939 and 1940 

JANUARY 

MAY 

SEPTEMBER 

EACH SYMBOL REPRESENTS 1 DOZEN EGGS 
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than in 1940. Therefore the egg pro
duction during the larger part of 1941 
probably will be less than in 1940. Egg 
production in the last few months of 
1941 may be larger than for that period 
of 1940, following the expected larger 
hatch in 1941. 

A significant development with re
spect to the rate of egg production per 
layer is the phenomenal increase since 
1927 in the production during Novem
ber and December. The average rate of 
production in these months for recent 
years has been about 60 per cent larger 
than the 1926-30 average, whereas the 
annual production per hen is only about 
10 per cent higher. The trend toward 
a larger percentage of total production 
in November and December is the re
sult of a higher seasonal price during 
that period of the year. 

Egg Storage 

Combined storage of shell and frozen 
eggs on November 1, 1940, was 13 per 
cent above a year ago and about 6 per 
cent above the 1935-39 average for that 
date. Since storage supplies are rela
tively low during November (the peak 
of storage holdings is usually in 
August), the influence on price is not 
very significant. The trend in egg stor
age is definitely in the direction of more 
frozen eggs and fewer shell eggs. The 
long-time trend also is in the direction 
of less total storage because production 
is leveling out. Storage stocks of eggs 
in 1941 are expected to be smaller than 
in 1940. 

Egg Prices 

During the years 1921-39, changes 
in prices received by farmers for eggs 
were caused primarily by changes in 
consumer demand (measured by non
agricultural income), and to a lesser 
extent by changes in production. The 
effect of changes in consumer demand 
was particularly noticeable for the de
pression years. Since 1935 egg prices 
have been declining, chiefly due to in
creases in supplies. In 1940 the in-

creased consumer demand was not suf
ficient to offset the increased produc
tion resulting from a high rate of lay 
per bird and a larger number of layers. 
Consequently egg prices were lower 
during the first 9 months of 1940 ex
cept for February and September, and 
were lower for all months than the 
1929-38 averages. Even though storage 
stocks are above a year ago and the 
10-year average, with smaller egg sup
plies expected for the remainder of 
1940 and the larger part of 1941, and 
larger consumer incomes in prospect 
(resulting from our national defense 
activities and the indirect influences of 
the European war), it is expected that 
farm prices of eggs will continue higher 
for most of 1941 and may exceed the 
10-year average during some months of 
the year. 

POULTRY 

The smaller hatch of 1940 will sup
ply less poultry during the early part 
of 1941 than was marketed a year 
earlier. The prospective larger hatch in 
1941 will supply more poultry during 
the latter part of the year than for the 
same period in 1940. 

Storage stocks of all frozen poultry 
(including ducks and turkeys) on 
November 1, 1940, were 45 per cent 
above stocks a year ago. As a result 
of the smaller 1940 hatch and con
sequent smaller supply of chickens, and 
the storm loss of turkeys, it is expected 
that the into-storage movement during 
late 1940 will be small, so that total 
storage stocks at the end of 1940 may 
be smaller than a year earlier, but 
considerably larger than the 1929-38 
average. 

The September, 1940, price to pro
ducers for chickens was about the same 
as a year earlier, although about 1.5 
cents below the 10-year average for 
September. As for many other farm 
commodities, a strong consumer demand 
is expected for poultry meats which 
will influence chicken prices in the up
ward direction. The smaller supply of 
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chickens on farms, and retention of 
hens in the laying flocks for egg pro
duction, presents a supply situation also 
favorable to higher chicken prices. 
Price increases may be offset somewhat 
by an increase in broiler production in 
the commercial broiler regions. Hatch
ery production of baby chicks during 
recent months has been larger than a 
year earlier in these areas. Anticipated 
higher prices resulting from smaller 
supplies of chicken and competing 
meats, primarily pork, and the larger 
consumer incomes in prospect have 
brought about the encouragement for 
increased broiler production. 

TURKEYS 

The number of turkeys raised in 1940 
was about 33 million (400,000 more than 
in 1939), compared to an average of 
23 million per year for the period 
1932-36. Increases in production are 
continuing in the North Central states 
with a decline in the South Central 
section. In spite of increased consumer 
demand with a one per cent increase 
in production and heavy storage stocks, 
turkeys were moving at a lower price 
prior to the November storm than in the 
fall of 1939. Relatively unfavorable 
results during the 1939-40 storage 
season no doubt also influenced turkey 
prices in the downward direction. 

Prospects for the turkey grower are 
difficult to analyze in view of the in
complete information regarding the 
storm loss. Estimates based on in
complete information indicate a loss 
that may approach 8 per cent of the 
total crop. If this estimate is at all 
correct it changes the situation to one 
where marketings will be about 7 per 
cent less than a year ago and the re
mainder of the crop will move at prices 
higher than in the fall of 1939. What 
effect the new situation will have on 
the 1941 crop is very questionable. The 
feed-turkey ratio has become more 
favorable with higher prices, and due 
to the storm loss, into-storage move
ment will be less for the remainder of 
1940 than was expected. This may give 
encouragement to some growers for 
continued heavy production. The 
growers who sold before the price rise 
in late 1940 obtained a lower net in
come than in 1939 and may go easier in 
the 1941 crop. Also the growers who 
took a complete or partial loss in the 
storm are impressed with both the 
financial loss and the storm risk, 
although unusual, that is involved. This 
will have a tendency of cutting down 
poult numbers in 1941. Although there 
are too many uncertainties in the situa
tion to make any definite prediction, it 
appears that the 1941 turkey season 
may be more favorable than the 1940. 

SUMMARY 

Favorable Factors 
1. Smaller number of laying hens. 
2. Smaller egg production in early 1941 than 

in 1940. 
3. Favorable feed-egg and feed-poultry ratios 

(feed prices low compared to egg and 
poultry prices). 

4. Smaller into-storage movement of poultry 
from September 1 to December 31, 1940 
than a year ago and smaller storage sup
plies in early 1941. 

5. Smaller marketings of poultry meat in the 
first half of 1941 than in 1940. 

6. Increase in industrial production, payrolls, 
and consumer purchasing power, resulting 
largely from the national defense program 
and European war influences-increase in 
consumer demand for eggs and poultry. 

Unfavorable Factors 
I. Storage stocks of eggs (November I, 1940) 

above a year ago and the 1935-39 average. 
2. Favorable feed-egg and feed-poultry ratio-

will increase the 1941 hatch. 
3. An expected larger hatch in 1941. 
4. Larger egg production in late 1941 than 

in late 1940. 
5. Larger marketings of poultry meat in the 

last half of 1941 than in 1940. 
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The Business Situation 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION in this country is expanding 
largely as a result of the war orders of foreign countries and 

our own defense program. This should result in an increase of 
domestic payrolls during 1941 with a consequent increase in 
the demand for some agricultural products during the coming 
year. The demand for meats and dairy products is especially 
likely to improve and, in consequence, Minnesota agriculture 
will benefit since these products constitute a large proportion 
of our agricultural sales. The prospects for agricultural exports, 
on the other hand, remain unfavorable. Exports to continental 
Europe have been cut off and the United Kingdom has instituted 
strict war-time regulation of imports. 

No price rise in agricultural products such as that which 
took place in the last war now appears probable. Supplies of 
most agricultural products are adequate for domestic require
ments and there is little prospect of much improvement in 
foreign demand. Only moderate price rises are in consequence 
to be expected during the coming year. 

PRICES DURING TWO WARS 
(Prices 1910-1914=100) 
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